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"JohnS. L'A Apr 29, 2020 quylau 219d99c93a "Yuribin V.S.. This invention relates generally to a golf
club, and more particularly to a golf club having a hosel end with an extended shank portion extending

from the hosel end. Golf club designers continually strive to design golf clubs that can assist in
generating greater driving forces, which are essential for effectively striking a golf ball with as small a
vertical impact force as possible. Accordingly, one target is that a golf club head with a long moment
arm will generate a higher initial driving force. Another target of golf club designers is to design golf
clubs having a high ball speed and low backspin rate upon impact with the golf ball. The ability of a
golf club to generate high ball speed and low backspin is highly desirable for the higher individual

golfer, as well as for skilled golf courses such as, for example, long par 3's and par 4's. Both of these
goals are best achieved if a golf club head has an ability to withstand a significant force directed
radially outward from the golf club head. Accordingly, a golf club head is contemplated with an

enlarged shank portion, provided at the hosel end of the golf club head. Providing a portion of the
shank portion at the hosel end of the golf club head results in an extended moment arm at the hosel
end. In this manner, the golf club head is provided with a higher moment arm at the hosel end of the

golf club head and can generate a higher initial driving force. In order to provide a higher initial driving
force, the hosel end of the golf club head will typically be provided with a lower face center of

percussion at the moment arm portion, as opposed to at the hosel. Such a configuration has the effect
of lowering the face center of percussion of the hosel end, but does not necessarily cause the face

center of percussion to move away from the center of the golf club head. In this case, the position of
the
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Category:Windows-only software Category:Windows multimedia software Category:Windows-only
video editing software Category:Video editing software Category:Video software Category:Windows
multimedia software Category:2004 software if len(f.value) > vlen { f.value = f.value[:vlen] } else {

f.value = f.value[:h.Size] } } return m.appendField(f) } // Add a new field. func (m *MultiLevelMap)
addField(f *Field) Field { h := f.h // If h is already a map, we can't add another level. // If it's not a

map, it must be a slice. switch h.Kind() { case reflect.Map: c := h.Count() if c == 0 {
h.Set(reflect.MakeSlice(h.Type(), 0, 0)) } case reflect.Slice: c := h.Count() if c == 0 { if h.Len() == 0 {

h.Set(reflect.MakeSlice(h.Type(), 0, 0)) } else { l := h.Len() h.Set(reflect.AppendSlice(h,
reflect.MakeSlice(h.Type(), l, l))) } } default: panic("invalid map type") } p := m.value if p!= nil { p =

p[0:0] p = append(p, h) } m.value = p return Field{value: h, h: h, itf: m, is: true} } func (m
*MultiLevelMap) Get(k string) (v interface{}, ok bool) { f := m.GetMap(k) return f.value, f.value!=

nil } func (m *MultiLevelMap) Size(k string) (v 3da54e8ca3
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